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This is a DVD of rock climbing film,
which gives a unique insight into climbing
at the highest level. One of the best all
round climbers in the world is on a mission
- to take rock climbing to new levels of
both difficulty and danger. Dave MacLeod
attempts to be the first to climb Rhapsody,
the hardest traditional rock climb ever and
the first to achieve the grade of E11 7a
(trad f8c+ US 5.14c). This 2006 film enters
uncharted territory. Taking you beyond the
action it reveals the frustrations and the
shear physical and mental effort that goes
into climbing at the very highest level. We
see MacLeod take a series of terrifying,
massive, gutwrenching falls and the strain
begins to show. He struggles to cope with
the difficulty and seriousness of the
endeavour. But doggedly, even obsessively
he keeps returning to his ultimate project Rhapsody.
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Mountain challenge: The 7 hardest climbs in the world - Red Bull In October 2006 Dave Macleod climbed
Bodyswerve 8c at the Anvil a huge (30m to be the hardest non-bolt protected rock climb in the world, Dumbarton
Rocks, Rhapsody, the UKs first E11 celebrated in the Hot I have to be careful though because my goals in winter
climbing, trad climbing and bouldering are also high UKC Articles - Dave MacLeod, The Modern Traditionalist ?
E11 E11 the Hardest Traditional Rock Climb in the World: Featuring Dave Macleod on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. This is a DVD of rock UKC News - INTERVIEW/IMAGES: MacLeod on Long Hope Route The
Scottish climber Dave MacLeod, 27, has established what is perhaps the worlds hardest traditional rock climb.
Rhapsody, given the grade of E11 7a, is the The 10-minute climb that took two years - Telegraph Birkett, 39, is the
elite backwoodsman of U.K. climbing, performing modern achieved to date and possibly the hardest traditional onsight
in the world. It takes a vast inner stillness even to contemplate such a feat. far only, E11 (5.14c R/X): Rhapsody,
climbed last year by MacLeod after a two-year siege. MacLeod Finishes Scotlands Hardest Sport Climb - Climbing
Led by Dave MacLeod back in 2004 Rhapsody marked a step forward in standards. This article was published in
CLIMB 45. E11. The first. The only. The hardest. Sonny Trotter, one of the worlds best traditional climbers came over
from . then reverse the entire crack to the ground, an impressive feat to say the least! Barbara Zangerl repeats
Achemine at Dumbarton Rock, Scotlands Photo of Dave MacLeod on the original Requiem by Nick Tarmey,
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courtesy crack and face line may briefly have been the hardest pitch in the world. French 8c+ (5.14c) and suggested the
route could be Britains first E11. E11 DVD, The Hardest Traditional Rock Climb in the World (ISBN Committed
is the latest film by the makers of E11 Hot Aches Productions. It sets out to capture on film a year in traditional British
climbing. in the UK, from the seemingly omnipotent Dave MacLeod, to the understated James Pearson. Featuring
Britains best rock climbers, plus top overseas visitors, Mountain challenge: The 7 hardest climbs in the world - Red
Bull 5/03/07 - Dave MacLeod, perhaps the best all-around climber in Great on Dumbarton Rock near Glasgow, likely
the hardest traditional pitch in the world. His 50-foot-plus whippers off the route are featured in the film E11. UKC
Gear - Committed DVD review For MacLeod, even the numerous days of climbing were not in his bid to climb
Rhapsody, the first route ever to be rated E11 (the Rhapsody is officially known as the worlds hardest traditional rock
climb. Repeated by Dave Birkett and Dave MacLeod. . All the latest film trailers, reviews and features. E11 the
Hardest Traditional Rock Climb in the World: Featuring The Scottish climber Dave MacLeod, 27, has established
what is perhaps the worlds hardest traditional rock climb. Rhapsody, given the grade of E11 7a, is the UKC Articles Dave MacLeod, The Modern Traditionalist ? E11 Rhapsody, given the grade of E11 7a, is the direct finish to Dave
Cuthbertsons At the time Requiem was the hardest rock climb in the world. climber and is the author and repeat
ascensionist of some of the hardest traditional . Dave has given the route XI,11 and given that it featured very tenuous
M9+ E11 - SteepEdge The Scottish climber Dave MacLeod, 27, has established what is perhaps the worlds hardest
traditional rock climb. Rhapsody, given the grade of E11 7a, is the E11 the Hardest Traditional Rock Climb in the
World: Featuring Dave MacLeod born is a Scottish rock climber In April 2006 he of E11 7a, was possibly the
hardest traditional climbing route in the world at the time, MacLeod has since featured in several more climbing films
by Hot Aches UKC Articles - Dave MacLeod, The Modern Traditionalist ? E11 See more: 7 epic Big Walls to
climb. Trad: Rhapsody, E11 7a or 8c+, Dumbarton Rock, Scotland, Dave MacLeod. In 2006, after 70 days of effort
UKC Articles - Dave MacLeod, The Modern Traditionalist ? E11 the E9 trad climb at Dumbarton Rock
established by Dave MacLeod in 2001 and Barbara Zangerl pulled off a remarkable feat by making the first ever stone
graded E11 and hailed as the hardest trad climb in the world. Trad: Rhapsody, E11 7a or 8c+, Dumbarton Rock,
Scotland, Dave MacLeod the route over two years, Scottish climber Dave MacLeod finally finished the . great photos
and features. Climbing. Written by Brendan Leonard Rhapsody - Steve Mcclure - Climber As a Scot, Dave is schooled
in both trad climbing and new routing in adventurous places. climbers all over the world has been more rewarding than
he could imagine. Career Highlights: FA Rhapsody E11 (trad 8c+), Dumbarton Rock, 2006 climbing was as a relative
novice, pushing myself on harder and harder trad Committed II: Steve McClure climbing Rhapsody E11 - YouTube
Dave MacLeod attempts to be the first to climb Rhapsody, the hardest traditional rock climb ever and the first to
achieve the grade of E11 7a Dave MacLeod - Alchetron, The Free Social Encyclopedia Dave MacLeod digging
deep on the E10/11 crux pitch of The Long That pitch is one of the most amazing pitches of climbing Ive ever been on.
A long approach, hundreds of vomiting fulmars everywhere on the cliff, loose, soft rock So for me its definitely up
there with the hardest trad routes around Dave Macleod - Black Diamond E11 the Hardest Traditional Rock Climb in
the World: Featuring Dave Macleod: : Libros. Dave MacLeod - Wikipedia Find great deals for E11 the Hardest
Traditional Rock Climb in the World: Featuring Dave Macleod by Cordee (DVD, 2006). Shop with confidence on eBay!
UKC Articles - Dave MacLeod, The Modern Traditionalist E11 - 4 min - Uploaded by Hot Aches ProductionsFrom
The climbing film Committed Vol II WATCH HERE: Its on Dumbarton Rock, near Dave MacLeod versus Dave
Birkett - Rock and Ice Magazine Dave was born and brought up close to Dumbarton Rock and, becoming Dave set
the climbing world alight in 2002 when he followed his ascent of all-rounder (MacLeod has also put up Scotlands
hardest boulder problem Scotland: his stunning ascent of the worlds first grade E11 climb Rhapsody, Hardest Trad
Pitch in World? - Climbing Magazine Rock Climbing E11 DVDs. The Hardest Traditional Rock Climb in the
World Dave MacLeod attempts to be the first to climb Rhapsody, the hardest traditional rock climb ever and the first to
achieve the grade of E11 7a Additional features 30 minutes Mountain challenge: The 7 hardest climbs in the world Red Bull The Scottish climber Dave MacLeod, 27, has established what is perhaps the worlds hardest traditional rock
climb. Rhapsody, given the grade of E11 7a, is the E11 - the Hardest Traditional Rock Climb in the World (2006)
by E11 DVD, The Hardest Traditional Rock Climb in the World (ISBN: 9781904207443) Film documenting Dave
MacLeod Climbing Rhapsody. DVD Contents Main feature 41 minutes Additional features 30 minutes Special DVD
features .
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